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Good. I'm holding my credit card with Indian overseas bank a year earlier. the verification process was good and received a card in time. the credit limit is good and sufficient to use for this card. for this card there is no annual fee for payment. Was this review helpful? 39 na , thane reviewed on 20 Oct 2019 "need to provide an emi option" I was oando la carta di credito indian
overseas bank a year earlier. It was applied directly to the bank since I am taking an account with them. was a free credit card life time and the limit that was given enough. is not applicable for the emi option. So I stopped oating this card. 18 sa , tezpur reviewed on 17 Oct 2019 "trusted banking experience" I'm keeping Indian overseas account for last 15 year, I like SMS alert for
each transaction that are sending updates on time, but take some minimal expenses his fine for me. I need to keep Rs.1000 on a monthly basis, the online bank is oer friendly. Was this review helpful? 9 bibinsam, chennai reviewed on 03 Jul 2019 "good paper" the limit is good. customer support is also good. I'm oando la carte di credito indian overseas bank for a while. so far it has
been a good experience with paper and their services. there is no cancellation fee with this card and the offers are here too I get emi option . 13 kamak, chennai reviewed on 28 Jun 2019 I am having savings account with Indianwhere i but do not face any problem with 6this account customer support is good, or online banking also offline banking with this bank. there are charges
applicable to SMS that is 15 rupees per year. Was this review helpful? 6 asokan hands, chennai reviewed on April 26, 2019 I am taking the savings account with the bank indian overseas where there is a minimum balance should be maintained that it is thousand rupees, while doing the three and above transactions through the ATM is loaded with 20-25 rupees with this card. Was
this review helpful? 9 amit jain, ghaziabad reviewed on April 16, 2019 "easy to manage" I oated the credit card with indian overseas bank. the charges are much less but I will not get any offer on this card. they gave me a good credit limit of rs. 50000 and now I have a decrease up to rs. 10000. there is no annual fee in this card. I'm getting the account in time at my mail id. Was this
review helpful? 10 venkatesan mohan, chennai reviewed on 28 Jan 2019 excellent the credit limit is very sufficient in the credit card where I took with the Indian the citi platinum card. the credit limit is 76k also is a chargeable card, but if I spent the amount of 30k k is free. I'm getting any of the offers from this card. the service is satisfactory with this card. Was this review helpful? 7
saikat das, kolkata reviewed on 15 Oct 2018 average I took my credit card from indian overases bank, I amThis credit card for over 6 months. Customer support and their response is up to the brand, I can connect them easily. I haven't used the card much so I'm not aware of the benefits. it's free paper life time. Was this review helpful? 9 barge manu, bangalore reviewed on 30
Aug 2018 "adverse service" I have a credit card with the Indian overseas bank. I'm oando for three years. the limit is very low. do not offer any praise. overall it was not a good experience with their services. need to provide more offers to their customers. Was this review helpful? 5 johnyohan arulkumar, chennai reviewed on 26 Jun 2018 "below media card to oe" I received the
Indian platinum credit card abroad about 12 years ago. credit card service is not until the trademark with the Indian bank abroad. the credit limit value is very low with this credit card platinum Indian bank abroad and I am not satisfied using this card. Was this review helpful? 7 srinivasa kiran kumar morla, hyderabad reviewed on 12 Jun 2018 "not many deals with the card" I have a
credit card with indian overseas bank but there is not much offer there is with the card. and this card is not accepted everywhere. and reward points have expired, because reward points should be expired. Since it expired I could not use reward points. Was this review helpful? 4 anil bajaj , mumbai reviewed on 04 May 2018 "not better" I am having credit card withbank abroad and
customer service is not really good. I would say that the credit limit value is good for me. I am happy with the Indian bank credit card abroad. Was this review helpful? 3 kumar m , chennai reviewed on 29 Nov, 2017 "good card to be oare" or the Indian bank abroad classic credit card for more than a year. customer support is average with the Indian foreign banking credit card
department. I can say I'm satisfied with the credit limit. I would say that the classic credit card of the Indian overseas bank is good to go. Was this review helpful? 7 sudesh kumar, anand reviewed 06 nov, 2017 "buon oo" I have a credit card with iob in my name devarakonda suresh. My credit limit was 75k, I would like to improve the credit limit. structures of the same are not
available. is a life-free credit card. I've been keeping it for five years. I like the service with hdfc bank, I could continue in the future. Was this review helpful? 4 devarakonda suresh suresh , dharwad reviewed 27 Oct 2017 "good service" or credit card with indian overseas bank for more than 5 years. It's a loadable card. the credit limit is quite ok and I have no problems with the
credit card bank. I've never charged the bank in any case. I have no idea of reward points and cash back offers as I did not check on this until today. Was this review helpful? 6 anilkumar varuvel, chennai reviewed on 29 May 2017 "I have to improve" I am having credit card withoverseas bank. the interest rate is much higher than it is the only drawback and its 16% per month. I am
mostly oando this card in booking train tickets and buying in shopping centers. they are well with customer service and I am the employee of them and I can get priority. Was this review helpful? 5 ramani s, chennai reviewed on 23 September 2015 good I have a credit card of the iob bank. we have to visit branches for anything and everything and have to improvise the service. the
annual fee charged by them was rs 100. I'm holding this card for over 2 years. when never add the annual fee they call and confirm with me only after that they would add this annual tax on the statement. It's an average card. Was this review helpful? 4 karnati Sudhrsana reddy, hyderabad reviewed 04 Jul 2015 "good card" no hidden cost, good value but less offers, overall very
good to be oare and happy to pay. no available emi function, which causes a little infatiable. I hope they incorporate it into operation with emi and co-branded card, which will help you get more discounts. Was this review helpful? 10 sopra, chennai reviewed on April 15, 2015 Indian bank has a low processing fee for credit card compared to other banks. There are no indirect
charges and there is no penalty when there is a delay in payment of the amount. In general, I have a smooth transaction with the Indian bank abroad. every month I make almost 25000 to 30000 rs transaction. it washelpful review? 16 gopalakrishnan paranjothi, pondicherry reviewed 19 Feb 2015 iob new atm card application form. how to fill application form for atm card iob. can i
apply for iob atm card online. how to fill iob atm card form. how to apply iob atm card
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